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? Caliciviridae (ICTV: 5 genera: Noro, Sapo, Lago, Nebo, Vesivirus)
? Single stranded, positive sense, polyadenylated RNA
? Non enveloped, environmental resistance
? Do not grow in cell culture
? Quick genetic evolution by point mutations and recombination
? Genogrouping and genotyping: 5 genogroups, genotypes
Molecular epidemiology of 
bovine noroviruses in Belgium
? Stool samples from diarrhoeic calves and cattle from the 
Southern part of  Belgium
? Periods: 2002-2003 (n=317), 2007 (n=133) and 2008 
(n=300)
? Different primers pairs targeting both the polymerase and 
capsid coding regions - sequencing
? Phylogenetic studies
? neighbor-joining method (tree topologies confirmed by 
the bayesian or the maximum likelihood methods),
? substitution model selected on the basis of  the lowest 
Bayesian Information Criterion (BIC) and the Akaike
Information Criterion (AIC) scores
? Substitution rates/site/year: Bayesian inference with 
BEAST under strict or relaxed molecular clock assumption
Polymerase (region B) Capsid (region D)




























No time evolutionary 
trend in bovine 
noroviruses
Time evolutionary trend for human NoV:
Regular emergence of new epidemic strains           












































































































Similarity plot of the strain B309 (2003) against reference strains:
Low genetic divergence between the strains
Comparison between Bayesian inference of nucleotide
substitution rates in genotype 2 BoNoVs and HuNoVs
On the ORF2 (capsid protein coding gene):





























? Higher molecular prevalence of genotype 2 vs genotype 1 BoNoV
Evolutionary advantage for genotype 2 viruses? 
? Low prevalence of genotype 1 but circulation of genotype 1 (pol
region)/genotype 2 (capsid region) recombinant strains
Recombination as important evolutionary driving force in the genus Norovirus.           
Positive selection over time for viruses harboring a genotype 2 capsid?
? Very few genetic divergence in the genomes of three genotype 2 
strains along a thirty-years period (1976 -1994 - 2003)
Genogroup/genotype-associated evolution in the Norovirus genus.                
Why slower evolution for bovine strains compared to human strains?
? RNA viruses mainly propagate by a « hit and run » strategy
? Short incubation period/high contagiousness/rapid immune onset: 
limited time to accumulate nucleotide substitutions before to be
transmitted/infect subsequent host
inter-herd genetic variability < intra-host genetic variability
(Accumulation of Nucleotide Substitutions Occurring During Experimental Transmission of 
Foot-and-Mouth Disease Virus. Juleff N et al. J Gen Virol. 2012 ; Genetic variation of foot-
and-mouth disease virus during persistent infection in cattle. Malirat V et al. Virus Res. 1994)
Does antigenic variation and recombination occur predominantly during 
long term carriage for RNA viruses? Shift to an “infect and persist” 
strategy? Where to find these sites for noroviruses? Intra-host virus 
populations interesting to screen
Perspectives
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